Introduction
As far as we can trace back cultural heritage in various art's forms, it has been fundamental to capture, record and reproduce what our senses perceive. Similarly to the eye, a camera fixes series of images and similarly to the ear, the microphone transduces acoustical vibrations to electrical signals. Sensors, emerging from different technological fields allow us to capture "human" information, and help creating bridges between different research fields such as computer vision and music. Here, we investigate specific human expert gestures and attempt to recognize and model them by using several 3D cameras fused into a unique structure, named the Intangible Musical Instrument (IMI). Inspired by pianistic technics, we use a typology of "piano-like" gestures, organized hierarchically from basic to complex ones, in order to create our own metaphors on the IMI. This paper is structured as follows. First, we present related works covering typologies of musical gesture vocabulary, interactive musical systems, gesture to sound mapping techniques and we will introduce some visionbased sensors. Second, we propose our methodological approach for capturing fingers and upper body gestures, keeping in mind musicological and ergonomic considerations. Hence, we will see how our methodology provides, through a gesture to sound mapping, a way to learn expert musical gestures as well as to perform them and compose with them.
Related work

Typology of musical gestures
A preliminary study on musical gestures is necessary to discern what parts of the body are active and what parts are not, in the process of producing sounds with an instrument. For this matter, we based ourselves on Delalande's categorization of effective, accompanist and symbolic gestures [1] . Effective gestures -or Instrumental Gestures in Cadoz' lexicon [2] are necessary to mechanically produce a sound. This category can also be split into subdivisions such as excitation and modification type of sound-producing gesture [3] . An example is the pressing of a key on a keyboard -called fingering. Accompanist gestures (or sound facilitating in [3] ) are not involved directly in the sound production, but are inseparable from it. They can be subdivided in support, phrasing and entrained gestures. This type of gesture is as related to the imagination as to the effective production of the sound. Figurative gestures, also referred as symbolic gestures, are not related to any sound producing movements; they only convey a symbolic message. They can also be seen as communicative gestures in a performer-to-performer context (e.g. a band rehearsing) or performer-to-perceiver (e.g. concert). This typology is fundamental to develop a methodological approach for capturing and model musical gestures. This knowledge helps us to build our targets and to know a priori what features we wish to extract and model from vision sensors data.
Gestural control of sound
Mapping gesture to sound is the procedure by which, one correlates the gesture input data with the sound control parameters. In order to implement the gesture-sound mapping procedure we need first to decide, which gesture characteristics or features and sound synthesis variables we are going to use. We present here a quick overview of the essential strategies of mapping, namely explicit and implicit.
Direct or explicit mapping refers to an analytical function that correlates output parameters with input parameters. The explicit mapping (also called direct mapping) can create a direct correlation between the fingers and the production of the note. Similarly with bijective functions, there is a one-to-one correspondence between gesture parameters, such as the position of fingertips in one physical dimension, and one characteristic of the sound such as the pitch for instance. [4] Indirect or implicit mapping can be seen as a "black box" between input and output parameters. The desired behavior of this mapping is specified through machine learning algorithms that require a training phase or purposely designed as stochastic. For example, an analysis of gesture features based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM) allows estimating the most likely temporal sequence with respect to a template gesture [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . HMMs capture the temporal structure of gesture and sound and their variations, which occur between multiple repetitions. The model is also used to predict in real-time the sound control parameters associated with a new gesture -allowing the musician to explore new sounds by moving more freely.
Natural Interfaces for Musical Expression
Interactive systems allowing performing with body gestures have appeared in the 90's thanks to motion capture sensors, which allow 3D gesture tracking, mapped onto MIDI parameters of sound synthesizers. The first glove transforming hands and gestures into sounds were created for a performance at the Ars Electronica Festival 1991. Ironically called "the Lady's Glove" [10] , it was made of a pair of rubber kitchen gloves with five Hall effect transducers glued at the tip of fingers and a magnet on the right hand, varying voltages were fed to a Forth board and converted into MIDI signals. Preceded with the Digital Baton of the MIT Media Lab in 1996, a major progress in musical interfaces came with the inertial sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes, placed in contact with body motion capture sensors or held in hand (cf: The USB Virtual Maestro using a WiiRemote [11] , MO Musical Objects [12] ). Dozens of interesting projects for virtual dance and music environment using motion capture have been presented over the last decade of NIME (New Interfaces for Musical Expression) conferences.
Thanks to more recent technological breakthrough, gestural data can be obtained with computer vision algorithms and depth cameras. Computer vision is a branch of computer science interested in acquiring, processing, analyzing, and understanding data from images and videos. Video tracking systems are ideal for musical performances since they allow freedom in body expression and are not intrusive; as opposed to motion capture devices. Therefore, a musical interface -or instrument -which draws gestural data from vision sensors, feels natural for the user's experience point of view, provided that the gesture to sound mapping is intuitive and has a low latency response.
Vision based sensors
We present here two types of vision-based sensors, which we used in our research. As this technological field is growing fast, we could not explore all the existing sensors possibilities; however, the sensors we choose are well documented, largely spread, low cost and fit our requirements.
The first type of sensor is the Microsoft Kinect depth camera. Originally created for video gaming purposes, it had an important impact in many other fields such as sensorimotor learning, performing arts and visual arts to name a few. Equipped with a structured light projector, it can track the movement of whole body of individuals in 3D. The first version of the Kinect delivers a fairly accurate tracking of the head, shoulders, elbows and the hands, but not the fingers. For this matter, we are interested in a second type of depth camera, the Leap motion. This camera works with two monochromatic cameras and three infrared LEDs. Thanks to inverse kinematics, it provides an accurate 3D tracking of the hand skeleton, with more than 20 joints positions and velocities per hand. The Leap motion has a lateral field of view of 150°, a vertical field of view of 120°. The effective range extends from approximately 25 mm to 600mm above the camera center (the camera is oriented upwards) [13] . Leap motion is known for being precise at pointing accurately and fast, and to be one of the best commercial sensors for close range use [14] . The Microsoft Kinect, has a 43° vertical field of view, 57° lateral field of view and an effective range from 0.4 to 4 meters in near range mode [15] . It is also one of the rare vision sensor -if not the only -to track people in either standing or sitting poses.
Overview of the Intangible Musical Instrument
We present here the design of the instrument along with a short explanation on the elements positions and purposes. There are three sensors: two Leap motions and one Kinect. Once placed on their slots on the IMI, the Leap motions field of view cover the whole surface of the table and a volume above it. The Leap motions are centered in the halved parts of the surface while one Kinect is placed in front and slightly above the prototype table as displayed on figure 1(a) and 2. Additionally, the whole structure can be lifted up of lowered down according to the musician height. The height can also be adjusted so as to play seated (e.g. for learning scenario) or standing up. (e.g. performance context). A space behind the Plexiglas is dedicated to hold a laptop and a Kinect. The body skeleton obtained from the fusion of the three sensors is depicted in figure 2(b) . For information, the skeleton fusion intends to fuse the skeleton coming from the two Leap motions and one Kinect into a single fused skeleton by coupling the palm joints from the different sensors together.
A table made of Plexiglas table is placed approximately 10 cm above the two Leap Motions, where the sensors field of view cover the area best. The whole instrument is articulated around this table, which serves of frame of reference for the fingers. It also constitutes a threshold for the activation of the sound: one triggers sounds by fingering the table's surface.
Therefore, the Plexiglas plate delimits the framework of interaction of the IMI. The gestural interaction is not limited to this 2D surface but to a volume up to 30 cm above the Plexiglas. This tracking space provided by the IMI is colored in grey in figure 2 . The tracking space also serves as "bounding box", delimiting the field of view of the sensors in which the data is robust and normalized.
The boundary fixed by the table's surface eases the repetition of a type of gesture. This conclusion arises from the difficulties of gesture repetitions observed in "air-instrument" [16] , where the movement is done in an environment with no physical point of reference. In this respect, it is a profitable constraint to add a table since it enables the user to intuitively place his/her hands at the right place and helps repeating similar gestures. a b 
Methodology
Hierarchical metaphors of musical gesture
The primary function of interface is to be used for gesture analysis and extraction of specific gestures. As introduced in section 2.1, there is an existing typology of musical gestures and we use it so as to precise what gestures we wish to extract and model. As we saw, there are many ways to categorize musical gestures. For instance, the effective gesture implicitly encompasses many gestural characteristics such as fast, slow, agitated, calm, tense, relaxed to name a few, which have their equivalent in musical terminology (legato, staccato, piano, forte, etc.). This led us to build a hierarchical structure of musical gestures, to help us in the gesture to sound mapping development. This hierarchical structure can be seen in figure 3 . Hence, the sensors record and extract gesture features that are organized in low, mid and high level feature as a musician performs on the instrumentfollowing the musical characteristics shown in the pyramid. 
Conceptualizing the musical instrument
The design of the instrument is done according to what the gesture to sound mapping (introduced in section 2.2) allows. The algorithms and heuristics -incorporated in the term "mapping" -are the core of the interface as they set the rules on how the learner/performer plays and what type of sound s/he triggers. The algorithms created to articulate the mappings are built on the hierarchical metaphors that we proposed in section 4.1.
The first heuristic for the design of the surface interface is the division of the table's surface in several zones, (represented by the colored squares in figure 4 ). The key idea here is to cover a range of notes, without the need to be extremely precise while fingering on the table since the latter is flat and transparent. Therefore, a zone (either blue, red or green) corresponds to a set of fives notes (e.g.: EFGAB), where each note corresponds to one finger. In a zone, there is no need to move the hand's position in order to play different notes as long as the palm is above one of the zones. Each finger is tracked and has a fixed ID associated to it. Therefore, when the player touches a zone with one finger -say right index in "normal zone", s/he will play the note G. If the same finger were in centered zone, it would play the note F. Each hand covers three zones so one player can cover six zones in total, which correspond to almost 3 octaves (from F3 to C5).
The hand's centroid being associated with a 10 cm wide zone, it has a certain flexibility and position tolerance. Having such a system allows the player not to worry too much about fingertips positions on the surface of the table but to focus on other parameters such as the velocity and trajectory prior to contact, which constitute the expressivity of the movement. 
Fingering model for explicit mapping
Secondly, we are interested in building the dynamics, the articulation and the duration metaphors, inherent in the fingering. This led us to the decomposition of the fingering in several phases so as to extract information about the trajectory and the temporality of each part. This representation is in four phases: Rest, Preparation, Attack & Sustain, inspired by the PASR (Preparation, Attack, Sustain, Release) model [17] . Segmenting the fingering into four essential phases, we observe distinct features for each phase (see figure 5 ). In rest position, the hand and fingertips are relaxed on the table. In preparation, one of several fingers lift upwards. In attack, one or several fingers lower down at the table's level. In sustain, the fingertip(s) press(es) against the table. The RPAS model enables us to model the gesture in details, providing us information on the duration, the trajectories and the speed of each phase. This information can be used in real-time for the mapping. The preparation time (the time spent in preparation phase) along with the attack velocity can be used to express the dynamics of the sound. After some fine-tuning, we modeled a simple logarithmic function that transforms the velocity of the attack to express the dynamics naturally -as one would intuitively expect when pressing a key. It allows the system to be reactive and sensitive to small velocity variations and to reach an asymptote when the attack gets stronger, acknowledging for to the dynamics limits of the instrument. The sustain time enables the musician to make a note last for a determinate duration. Finally the rest position enables the player to stop the sound. This way, one can play notes with an intended duration and dynamics.
Implicitly mapping upper body gestures to sound
The algorithm based on implicit mapping replays sound samples at various speeds according to the gesture performed in real-time by the upper body (head, arms and vertebral axis). Audio time stretching/compressing and resynthesis of audio can be performed using a granular sound synthesis engine. Particularly, it is based on a method called mapping by demonstration or temporal mapping developed by Jules Francoise at the IRCAM [17]. This mapping works by associating a sound to a template gesture and links temporal states of a sound with temporal states of the template gesture. This technique requires a preliminary step in which the expert creates the gesture model by training the system with the expert gestures. The system allows to choose any pre-recorded sound or to produce one and to bind the gesture model to it.
Implementation and use-cases
Performing and composing music with gestures
The IMI allows for extraction of specific gestures. As a musician performs on the device, the sensors stream lowlevel gesture features (3D coordinate data) into our program written in the real-time programming environment Max/MSP, which are then transformed into higher perceptual level features (e.g. dynamics, articulation, duration). These features are finally transformed into sounds via a mapping and the user is free to use different type of sound synthesis engines for the actual sound production. As we created gestural metaphors based on "piano-like" gestures, the system is well adapted to piano sounds. Additionally, the table surface contributes to keep the experience intuitive for anyone who experiences with the IMI -as pianistic gestures are generally well known by the general public.
However, it is important to precise that the IMI is not a virtual replacement of the piano, but opens the way for the adaptation of keyboard instruments paradigm to the a new digital area, keeping the physical gestures inherent in music practice at an expert and natural level. The variety of sounds the instrument can produce is equivalent to most synthesizers, but the way the musician interacts with it is totally unique, which makes the interface a powerful tool for both performing and composing electronic music.
Learning musical gestures
In a learning scenario, while the learner performs the expert gestures, s/he attempts to get close enough to the gesture model so as the sound is played back at its original speed. The resulting sound is the feedback given to the learner in order to adjust his/her gestures to the expert's one. In this fashion, a beginner can learn pianistic technics.
Another option of the system is to "augment" musical scores -constituting a Tangible Musical Heritage (TCH)providing visual annotations on the expert gestures, showing apprentices how to move their fingers, arms and shoulders and how to perform expressively. These indications can be displayed on a screen in addition to the sonic feedback resulting from gesture-to-sound mapping. The research in the future will focus on the design of the augmented music score and its visualization in the 3D platform.
Conclusion
In summary, the methodological conceptualization of a Natural User Interface supporting learning, performing and composing with gestures is completed, together with its first version implementation, facilitating, thus, the access and transmission of the musical ICH. The Intangible Musical Instrument is a new type of musical interface, using computer vision, which frees people to wear or hold any invasive equipment so as not to undermine the expressivity of gestures. The IMI is especially conceived to transmit the multi-layer musical Intangible Cultural Heritage to the general public, allowing people to perform on it and compose music by using gestures. From a technical point of view, the first version of IMI is a unified interface framework for all the three levels: a) musical gesture recognition, b) implicit and explicit mapping sound to gestures, c) sound synthesis.
The IMI has been designed to contribute to the preservation, transmission and renewal of the Intangible Cultural Heritage to next generations in terms of expert gestural knowledge of composers and musicians. Our future work will include further developments of both explicit and implicit mapping, improvements of the design and visual feedback
